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TL;DR summary

Labeler characteristics affect image annotations/labels, potentially
biasing results

Example: different annotations from Republican/Democratic and
female/male labelers on Twitter images from left-leaning, U.S. based
social movements

Sneaking in an image clustering method
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Images in social science research

Images are an increasingly vital source of social science data (Webb
Williams, Casas, & Wilkerson 2020; Torres & Cantú forthcoming)

As outcome, as treatment, as measurement proxy

Many studies use digital images shared on social media (Won,
Steinert-Threlkeld & Joo 2017; Zhang & Pan 2019; Peng 2020) but
also satellite imagery (Min, 2015), pictures of ballot tallies (Cantú
2019), militant propaganda visuals (Loken, ongoing), etc.
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Images-as-data projects, big or small, rely on human annotations for
content and reactions

Annotations (labels) are used for inference and for training machine
learning models

Often we outsource/crowdsource the labeling

Focus of today’s talk: challenges in the label generating process
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Why do we care about annotations/labels?

Bad (inaccurate) annotations, bad inferences
and bad machine learning

“Garbage in, garbage out”
“Garbage in, dumpster fire out” (Schwemmer
et al., 2020; Bolukbasi et al. 2016)
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The challenges of accurate image annotation

“What’s in the picture?” seems “objective”

Easier to get to the “correct,” “unbiased” answer (aka the “true”
answer the researcher is looking for or would give themselves)

And yet...
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Source: Cecilia Bleasdale; https://web.archive.org/web/20150227014959/http://swiked.tumblr.com/post/112073818575/guys-
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Three sources of “bias” in labels

1 Varied understanding of the task

Fix: Better labeling schema; pilot forms; train annotators; adjust
labels or only keep “accurate” labels

2 Varied innate capability/knowledge/focus

Fix: Hire experienced/qualified annotators; attention checks; training;
adjust labels or only keep “accurate” labels
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3 Varied lenses through which individuals experience, see, read, and
understand

This is not news to social scientists or cognitive scientists

Demographics, location, partisanship, ideology, era, etc. might matter

Fix: Work with a diverse pool of labelers; adjust labels; adjust models
AND/OR treat as an opportunity to understand differences and why
they occur
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Social symbols?
Is there someone who looks like you?

How do people react to the picture?

What emotions does the image evoke?
Is there someone you identify with in the picture?
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Example summary

Question: What types of social movement images get more retweets?

Data: left-leaning, United States social movements on Twitter

Potential annotation variation: partisanship (Ahn 2014; Schaffner &
Luks 2014; or gender (Ksiazkiewicz & Friesen 2020; Deng et al.
2016; Parkins 2012)
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Tracked 1,200+ public organizations on Twitter from autumn 2017 to
summer 2019

Plus national media and politician accounts

Gathering every tweet, image, and video from these accounts
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Streaming around 1 million tweets a day based on hashtag use
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Processing images

Getting manual labels for all images from all hashtags from a range of
annotators would be extremely costly

Instead, used unsupervised clustering pipeline on deduplicated images
to group similar images together

“Visual topic model” for corpus exploration and analysis using
embeddings from fine-tuned CNNs with multi-stage K-means
clustering (separate working paper)

Then randomly select images from each cluster to label (stratified
random sample)

Useful for highly unbalanced image corpora
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Number of images to label

Hashtag Total Dedupli-
cated Images

Number of La-
beled Images

familiesbelongtogether 18096 1249
cleandreamactnow 5248 289
abolishice 16042 596
nomuslimbanever 21136 575
womenswave 2928 323
uniteforjustice 14703 482
stopkavanaugh 436619 1621
riseforclimate 77563 934
write4rights 663 96
sayhername 2271 149
endgunviolence 54667 1239
Total 649936 7553



Labeling images

Qualtrics surveys for each hashtag, piloted with graduate and
undergraduate students

Each respondent answered demographic and political opinion
questions, attention check, then labeled 8 images

Labeling for 12 evoked emotions; humor; irony; social symbols;
celebrities/leaders; protest; level of identification with people in the
picture

Respondent quotas for Republicans/Democrats and male/female
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Anxiety differences by hashtag and partisanship
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Social symbol differences by hashtag and partisanship
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Identify with people differences by hashtag and partisanship
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Anxiety differences by hashtag and gender
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Humor differences by hashtag and gender
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Protest differences by hashtag and gender
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Leader differences by hashtag and gender
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Identify with people differences by hashtag and gender
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Summary so far:

Clear differences between Republican/Democratic and female/male
annotations

Variation by hashtag, content of social movement
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Annotations affecting analysis

Back to the example research question: Do image types affect
retweets?

Would labeler differences affect analysis?

Simple linear models:

Data: Only tweets that have labeled images
DV: Retweets at least a few days after posting
Image variables: Content or reactions
Control: Number of account followers
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Annotations affecting analysis

In short: variation in the pool of annotators can impact downstream
analyses

Recommendation: hire a diverse pool of annotators; look for and
adjust based on patterns of variation in labels
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Future substantive work on differences

Which image clusters and specific images lead to disagreement?

Why is there variation in reactions?
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Images with very different labels

Democrats saw protest; Republicans did not
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Future substantive work on social movements

What is the answer to the research question?

It may be more complicated that we thought (Casas and Webb
Williams, 2018)!
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TL;DR summary

Labeler characteristics affect image annotations, potentially biasing
results

Different annotations from Republican/Democratic and female/male
labelers on Twitter images from left-leaning, U.S. based social
movements could lead to very different inferences

Need to consider annotator characteristics for future image analysis
studies
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